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Parking fees up next year
SOURCE: OPI
In order to meet the cost of
administering the parking
program at UMR, the
University
of
Missouri
Board of Curators has approved increases in the
charges for parking permits
and violation fees at UMR.
'Ibe new rates become effective at the beginning of
the 1983 fall semester.
"The additional income
that will result from these
inCreases will be used to pay
the salaries of tbe University
Police's -clerical staff for tbe

portion of their work week
that they devote to the
parking program," said Dr.
Charles E. Dare, chairman
of the UMR Parking,
Security and Traffic Committee and director of the
UMR Transportation Institute. "Funds for this
portion of those salaries,
which will amount to 1.4
FTE, previously came from
the
campus'
general .
operating budget. "
The increased income also
will be used to provide a
parking control officer, Dare
explained. "This officer,

who will operate on foot, will
be responsible for policing
UMR's parking lots. This
will free the police officer
normally assigned to this
duty and will allow him to
perform
other
police
duties."
Rates for parking permits
in the fall semester will be:
" Red" and "Red Special"
lots, $30; "Gold" lots, $24;
"Silver" lots, $18, and
$9.
motorcyle
spaces,
" Green"
lots will
be
eliminated and their status
upgraded.
"Refunds
for
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Cathy Lally, president of Student Council, Roger Rapers, president of SUB, and
Katble Laue, in charge of the Showcase, are seen with their completed project.

parking will be increased
proportionately," Dare said,
"and
multiple
vehicle
permits will be available to

the original permit holder
for $2 each for up to a
maximum of six vehicles."
Beginning in the fall

semester, $1 fines will
become $3 fines; $3 fines will
become $5, and $10 fines will
become $15.

Library offers,

AIR seT vice

By KEVIN FARRELL

The UMR Library is
putting on AIRS. AIRS
stands for Automated Information Retrieval Service.
Automated
information
retrieval is an on-line interactive search technique
utilizing the computer to
located references to a
particular topiC in the
literature. The process is
similar to manual searching
of the printed indexes and
abstracts except that the
computer can accomplish
the search more quickly,
more accurately and more
comprehensively.
The
computer can sort through
millions of citations picking
out --only those that are
relevant and disregarding
all others. The final result of
an on-line search is a printout of those relevant
citations received.
AIRS gives a specially
prepared bibliography for
those topics that are difficult
to search manUally. Topics
cannot
be
adequately
searched if there is a vast
amount of literature on the
subject, V the topic involves
several concepts that must

be combined or intersected,
or if the library does not
subscribe to the printe<i
equivalent of a particular
data base. In the future, it
will become more common
for data to exist only in
machine-readable
form.
There may be no print
equivalent.
Most topiCS in business
and science are available.
Topics in literature are
limited in availability.
In order to use this service
a student must contact the
reference
department.
Someone there who is
trained in on-line searching
will assist. In order to
conduct a search, a search
request must be formulated.
This cannot be done without
the help of someone who'
understands how the system
conducts a search. The
search staff formulates a
search plan and conducts the
actual search.

during the evening hours
when demand is low. This
printing is done at a central
storage location. The printout is mailed the following
morning and arrives at UMR
in about three days.

This service can be costly.
The total cost of a computer
search includes the hourly
charge for using the data
base on the literature being
searched (there are over 150
with costs ranging from $25
to $300 per hour) , the longdistance
communications
charge and a charge for each
item printed.

Hourly charges sound high
but the computer time is
only a few minutes. There
will be a charge to 1) anyone
working on a funded
research grant, 2) anyone
who has departmental funds
available for research, 3)
anyone representing a for
profit business or 4) anyone
A print-out of all relevant who is not a student, faculty
citations is requested at the _ or staff member at this
end of the search. Those campus. For those who are
citations can be printed on without financial support, a
the library'S printer "while- sum of money has been set
you-wait" but this can be aside from the Library
Fund
very expensive - normally Development
specifically for conducting
the printing is done off-line.
Off-line printing is done on-line searches.

Shelter on Phelps ballot
By LIZ GEARON
Domestic violence is a
crime that often goes
unreported
and
unpublicized. The primary
reason for this anonymity is
fear - fear that an attack
will be repeated or that a:
loved one will be abused.
Until recently, it was also a
crime that drew little public
attention, partially because
many feel it is confined to a
particular.claSs of people, as
pointed out by Gayle
Klauser, co-chairman of the
Rolla chapter of the National
Organization for Women
(NOW).
"There's a myth that this
is basically a problem for
lOW-income families. The
higher the Income, though,

•

the more reticent they are to hike in the divorce filing fee.
speak about it. And if you are ' The money would be used to
prominent, it's very likely to support an existing shelter.
be a concealed problem."
This shelter would, in turn,
However,
domestic accept Phelps County vicviolence has been getting tims. Currently, there are
more attention in recent shelters located throughout
years. In the upcoming April the state, including Cape
5 election, voters in Phelps Girardeau, Columbia and St.
County will have the op- Louis. According to Ms.
portunity to help the victims Klauser, Columbia is the
of this crime and their likely refuge for Phelps
dependent children. With the Countians. She added that
passage of the proposed Pulaski County and the
issue, increases In the Waynesville and Lebanon
marriage and divorce filing areas "are working on the
fees will be earmarked to idea of building a shelter. It
support a shelter that would is possible that at some
accept
Phelps
County future time Phelps could
residents.
cooperate with them in using
The funding would come their shelter," Ms. Klauser
from a $5 increase in the said.
marriage filing fee and a $10
Domestic violence shelters

are aVailable for use to
battered wives and their
dependent children as well
as elderly parents who are
abused by their children.
Although the 1982 legislation
that was passed by the
Missouri General Assembly
concerning such shelters is
written in sex-neutral terms,
shelter for abused men is
limited, according to Ms.
Klauser. "The reality is that
there are not shelters in this
state that take men. One
counseling service I talked
to said the number of abused
men . is so small In comparison to women that the
use of such a shelter would
not be feasible. The same
counselor believes that even
men who are abused are less

likely to use shelters because
they are embarrassed to
admit they are abused," she
said. Children, however, are
welcome. This is because
" there's a high correlation
between parents who were
battered as children and
those who batter theirs. "
The issue was placed on
the county ballot at the
urging of NOW, and the
Rolla chapter has worked to
inform the county of the
increasing
number
of
domestic
violence
occurrences. For example,
Phelps County law enforcement agencies reported
195 incidences of domestic
violence in 1982. In addition,
the FBI Uniform Crimes
Report found that 25 percent

of all homicides were within
the family. The funds that
are raised would help to
provide families with an
alternative to violence and
abuse. Based on the 196
divorces and 461 marriage
licenses filed in Phelps
County In 1982, Ms. Klauser
estimated that $4,265 could
have been raised last year.
The money would be used to
support current programs
being run by a particular
facility.
So on April 5, Phelps
County will be given the
opportunity tq join five other
Missouri counties in an effort to aid the innocent
victims
of
the
everincreasing
crime
of
domestic violence .
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Editor's Note: If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p.m. and
we will list it in the Activities Section of the
paper. No articles submitted will ' be printed
unless written in complete sentences with proper
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be
rewritten and published by the staff for the
Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.
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LECTURE SERIES IN ENGINEERING
Nobel Laureate Dr. William Shockley will present the seventh
lecture tn UMR's Harry William Lee Porth Distinguished Lecture
Series in Engineering at 3:30 p.m . Thursday in Miles Audi torium,
Mechanical Engineering Building. His topic will be "Creativity and
the Path to the Conception of the Junction Transistor."

INTERCOILEGIATE KNIGHTS
Intercollegiate Knights will have a meeting at 7 p.m . Thursday in
the Mark Twatn Room. All knights and pages please attend.
NEWMAN ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
The Newman Student Organization will be holding a general
meeting on Thursday at6 p.m . in Room 119, C.E. We will be voting on
an amendment to our Constitution. The amendment is posted at the
Newman Center at 10th and Main streets.
MSM CLIMBING CLUB
The MSM Climbing Club will meet at 6 :30 p.m . Thursday in Room
2m Norwood Hall. Please bring a buck for the picnic if you haven't
paid yet. Climbing trips over spring break will be discussed.
GDI-INDEPENDENTS
There will be a GDI general membership meeting today at 7 p.m. It
will be held in the CE Building, Room 114. This meeting will cover
officer elections and float trip information . There will also be door
prizes. Come on out and vote for your favorite nominee. All are
welcome.
UMRFILM SERIES
This Thursday's film will be "Oas Boot" and will be shown in Miles
Auditorium (M.E. Building) at 7:30p.m. Admission with season ticket
or $2.50 at the door.
UMR TARGET PISI'OL CLUB
The UMR Target Pistol Club will hold a meeting at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at the UMR rifle range in the basement of Military Science
Building T2. New policies will be di~ussed and all members are
asked to attend. A practice gallery will follow the meeting.
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C!Jaa ~W~~~ ) Honor Program
By CLARK THURLO
HANG GLIDING CLUB
The UMR Hang Glidtng Club will hold a meeting on Thursday, April
14, at 7:30 p.m. in G-30f theChem. Eng. Bldg. Elections will be held.

UMRSPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
UMR Sport Parachute Club will be .skydiving every weekend at the
Cuba, Mo., airport begtnntng April 2. Club provides everything
needed to make your first skydive! Everyone welcome : first jump
students, observers, even earthbound people. For further inforlI)atlon . call 341 -2400 (Jim ).

ATTENTION co-op STUDENTS
Quoted by the Board of Curators
It is recommended that, effective with the 1983 summer session, an
engineering supplemental fee be assessed students who enroll in
courses offered by the two schools of engineering, including
engineering courses of the UMC-UMKC Coordinated Undergraduate
Engineering Program, and the School of Mines and Metallurgy, excepting courses offered by the department of geology and geophysics.
The initial rate of the fee is to be $10 per credit hour of enrollment in
the specified courses offered on or off campus, on schedule or off
schedule, with exceptions to be made only with the approval of the
president. This fee will be subject to the regular fee refund policy. Unquote.
Therefore, the Co-op work registration fee for all engineering
students will be $53 starting in the summer. 1983. For non-engtneering
students, the fee will be $43.
.
MATH HELP SESSIONS
Finals are just a few weeks away. If you're ha ving trouble with
math now is the time to get he lp. Study early, avoid the rush. KME
holds free math help sessions every Monday a nd Thursday from 6:3()8 p.m . in Math/Com . Sci. Building Room 209 for all students in
algebra, trigonometry and calculus. Come on in and brush up on your
math.
ABS ESSAY CONTEST
The Minority Engineering Program is pleased to announce the
winner of the Associa tion for Black Students essay contests: Ms.
Sheila Williams. Sheila is a senior majoring in chemical engineering.
During Black Culture Week Sheila will be honored and presented the
first-place prize of $100 on March 31, 1983. Congratulations Sheila!
STUDENT COUNCIL PRESENTS SPEAKER
On Thursday, April 14, UMR Student Council will present a special
opportunity. Dr. Brian Cysewski will be speaking "On Forming an
Intimate Relationship." Various topics on human sexuality and
relationships will be covered: Why am I attracted to him/ her instead
of somebody else? Do opposites attract or repel? Are quarrels
necessary for relationships? How do you resolve a struggle or
argument? These are only a few of the subjects to be discusssed.
Remember: Centennial Hall at 7 p.m . on April 14. There will be a
question and answer period following the presentation. If you want,
write down your question and drop it in the box at the door. See ya
there!
Preregistration for currently enrollea students who will be returning for the 1983 summer session and/or the 1983 fall semester will
begin April 18 and end April 22. Students should obtain their
preregistration materials and schedule of classes from the
Registrar's Office starting April 14. Detailed information regarding
preregistration will be found in the fro nt section of the fall schedule of
classes. Students who preregister will be given an opportunity to pay
fees prior to re!!ular registration.
Applications for Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL's) for the summer
'83 semester are now being accepted by the Student Financial Aid
Office. Last day of acceptance for summer GSL applications will be
May 31, 1983.
Applications for GSL's for fall '83 and-{)r Spring '84 will be accepted
as of May 2, 1983.
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Porsche 944
Toyola Tercel SR5
Volvo 760 GLE
Milsubishi Tredia
Nissan Senlra

From this prestigious field only one cor was
honored as Motor Trend Magazine's

IMPORT CAR
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1983 Mazda 626
Student Financing Avoilable .
8uy thai new Mazda now,

with full payments d.,
f.rred . Subje<1 10 approved credit and job
appl icat ion.

seepage7

work."
To
qualify
for
the
program, the UMR student
must : be a junior with at
least 60 complete credit
hours, have a minimum 3.50

GPA and have departmental
approval.
Completing the program
requires three semesters, or
between
two
and
six
semester hours, of research.
For
mechanical
and
aerospace engineers, six
hours from the Master of
Science core curriculum are
needed. For all departments, completion of the
FRI-SA
deSignated program courses
Open 6:30 p.m .
and upkeep of the 3.50 GPA
are necessary. An honors
paper on
the research
project
culminates
the
PLUS
TheUni
program. The university
places all honors papers
Forum Twin Opens
Jard 0
~day a
permanently in the UMR
April 14.
Library.
r and I~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.. ent

"Fast Times at
Ridgemont High"R
"Sting II"
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TUTORING

Renaull Fuego-Turbo
Nissan Pulsar NX
Toyola Tercel14 wd . Wgn.
Milsubishi Cordia
Mazdo 626
Mitsubishi Storion

If the call has come for a
student to make the most of
creativity,
to
develop
abilities to a maximum, then
the UMR divisional honors
program may be the answer.
As opposed to the general
honors
courses,
the
divisional program involves
a research project, done oneon-Qne
with
a
faculty
member.
According to CE departmental honors adviser Dr.
William Andrews, the true
purposes
of
the
UMR
program are " to help the
student develop initiative,
tackle
problems
independently and hopefully
stir up interest in graduate

A student gains greaUy
from the divisional honon
program in awards IIDd

SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS
PhYSics 21-25 & 107
7:30-9 :00 p.m. each Tuesday
Room 130 Physics Building
MINORITY & WOMEN ENGINEERING PROGRAM
TUTORIAL SERVICES
Areas covered: Physics. Moth , EE. Engineering
Mechanics, Chemical Engineering, Chemistry,
Statics Dynamics, English & Economics. Comp oSci.
A complete schedule of times and dotes is
available in Room 302 of the Rollo Building .
KAPPAMU EPSILON
Trig & Calculus Monday & Thursday
6 :30 -8 :00 p .m.
Room 209 Moth Computer Science Building
ALPHA CHI SIGMA
Freshman & Analytical Chemistry
Freshmon & Sophomore Chemical Engineering
7:00 -9 :00 p .m . Tuesday & Thursday
Room 127 Chemistry Building
HELIX
General Biology & Zoology
3:30-5:20 p.m . each Thursday
Room 111 Chemical Engineering Building
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Manuel changes
circumstances. You have the
right
to
appeal
the
registrar's
decision
by
written petition to the Admissions and Academic
Standards Committee.
The second cliange deals
with the procedure in adding
courses. If you wish to add a
course during the first two
weeks (one week of an eightweek summer session) of a
semester, you must receive

By HEIDI FLUEGEL
The Academic Council met
Thursday, March 24. Further changes were added to
the Manual of Information.
The first deals with late
registration. Registration is
closed after two weeks of a
semester has elapsed. Exceptions may be made by the
registrar under unusual

the permission of your adviser and the instructor of
the course. After two weeks
of a semester (one week of
an
eight-week
summer
session) , you must receive
the permission of your adviser, the instructor of the
course, the chairman of the
department teaching the
course and the dean of the
school responsible for the
course.

P.E.receives third $70,000
SOURCE:OPI

_

Nancv W.inkler

Mike Himmelburg receIves one of the many measles vaccinations adminlstered by
the Inflrmary recently. One measles case has been confirmed in Rolla.

ewequipment
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SOURCE: OPI
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The University of Missouri .
Board of Curators last
Friday approved financing
for and purchase of equipment
for
the · newly
established UMR's Emerson
Electric Machine and Drive
Laboratory .
The curators approved the
purchase of six multimachine test stations for
S348,OOO from the Emerson
Electric
Co.
Industrial
Controls Division, the only
respondent to a bid request.
To help finance the purchase, the board also
allowed the university to
negotiate and procure a
$300,000 loan, at interest not
to exceed 10 percent. An

initial payment of $110,000
and annual payments of
$110,000 in 1984, 1985 and 1986
to repay the loan will come
from a gift to the university
{If $440,000 from the Emerson
Electric Charitable Trust

said. "Students can be
educated in the use of
modern eqUipment and
computer-controlled testing
techniques, freeing them
from time-consuming data
taking. This will allow
Fund.
greater emphasis on the
Dr. J. Derald Morgan, characteristics and apUMR chairman of the plications of the machines
Pacific
The
Union
electrical
engineering and drives. In addition, the
Moundepartment, said that the test equipment can provide Foundation/Rocky
Co.
Energy
machine
and
drive comprehensive
ex- tain
laboratory would be used perimental stations
for Professorship in mining
has
been
mainly as an instructional research on machines and engineering
laboratory
for
un- . drives by faculty and established at UMR.
The
professorship
is
dergraduate students in graduate students. "
electrical engineering.
Other equipment for the supported by a $110,000
"The equipment in these laboratory is expected to be . endowment from Union
test stations can be used to contributed
by
Digital Pacific Foundation which
demonstrate the characEquipment
Corp., will be provided over a fourteristics of AC and DC
Daytronics Inc., LeBow, year period starting this
rotating machinery and solid
VerHagen and Associates year. The endowment will
supplement the salary of the
state motor controls," he
and Furnas Inc.
faculty member named to
the professorship and will
provide support for supplies,
research equipment, travel,

lAM

ing
Iry,

>.Sci.
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Deputy Registration Clerk
Margie Setraycic said the
necessary
forms
are
available from 8:30 a.m.noon and 1-4:30p.m. Monday
through Friday from the
country clerk's office. The

Delta Tau Delta,

office is located in the Phelps
County Courthouse.
The ballots must be voted
at the courthouse. The last
. day to do so is April 4 till 5
p.m.

Q
•

Most improved chapter

THE

_QUEEN OF~
'
HEARTS

ing

The Epsilon Nu chapter of
Delta Tau Delta here on the
UMR campus was once
again voted the most improved chapter in the
Western Division. Delegates
PreSident Chris Greenwood,
Vice President Rick Weber

I
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and Treasurer steve Bretzke
were informed of the award
while attending the Western
Division conference recently
held at Fort Worth, Texas.
Their
chapter.
also
received this award at a
similar conference in 1980.

7th & Pine

Student Day
(with I.D .)

8 for $1
New G ames :
Joust, Popeye,
Super Pacman
Expires4-iJ-83

assistantships and other
special needs.
The first Union Pacific
Foundation/Rocky
Mountain Energy Co. Professor is
expected to be named for the
1984-85
academic year,
according to Dr. Don L.
Warner, dean of the School
of Mines and Metallurgy. He
said that ·serious attention
will be given to highly
qualified candidates from
both inside and outside the
present faculty and that the
professor will be chosen
from candidates who are
demonstrably outstanding in

their field.
Warner said, "The school
is greatly appreciative of
this and past support
provided by the Rocky
Mountain Energy Co. and
the Union Pacific Foundation. The endowment will be helpful in maintaining
and enhancing the quality of
the
school's
mining
engineering program which
has long been recognized
nationally
and
internationally
for
its
leadership role in education
and research in mining
technology."

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street Rolla

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS
-SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas

Arcade
Every Wednesday

Ig

recruiting
representative
who presented a check on
behalf of Sun Exploration
and Production Co.
In accepting the check, Dr.
A. Herbert Harvey, chairman of UMR's petroleum
engineering
department,
said, "Sun's program was
one of the first to specifically
address the problem of
retaining
qualified
instructors at all levels and to
encourage gifted students to
pursue careers in petroleum
engineering education. We
appreciate Sun's continuing
concern and assistance, and
its continuing recruitment of
petroleum englleers at
UMR."

Professorship established

L
rle
--= Phelps County elections
On April 5, Phelps County
will hold local elections.
Because this falls during
spring, those who are
registered here but will be
out of town next week must
use absentee ballots.

The
petroleum
engineering department at
UMR has received the third
of five annual installments in
a planned $50,000 financial
commitment
from
Sun
Exploration and Production
Co. as part of the company's
faculty development and
retention grant program.
The program is designed
to help selected universities
develop and . retain faculty
members in key scientific
grant
disciplines.
The
stipulates several ways that
the $10,000 annual stipened
may be used to help meet
these objectives.
Those

include:
salary
supawards
or
plements,
assistance to professors;
funding a name professorship in the petroleum
engiileering department, or
aiding graduate students
whose aim is to enter
teaching as a profession in
the United States.
"Sun is pleased to show its
commitment to the outstanding educators who
develop and train our future
engineering
employees.
Continuing
. cooperation
between
industry
and
academia can only lead to
improved relations and
understanding," said Joe
Martin. Sun's engineering

•
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Concerned graduate student,

Acccess to CRT's curtailed

I have been a student at Ballroom
became
a In order to nurture an en- Gold stickers! But the mentioning the fact that the his research, because !be
this university for six years. classroom and then a larger vironment stimulating to development that really changeover from cards to undergraduates now use !be
I have seen the stunning bookstore, our table tennis research,
(the
very infuriates me is the latest terminals was done in part same terminals. This is not lJUIing I
growth of the student hall became SUB and then a
research, I might add, about whim of our beloved Com- before sufficient terminals right, and the Computer IIII'D bell
population, as well as the deli, our TV room became a which this school, like puter Center. In their infinite were available to meet the Center should correct !be ~edge at
stunning stagnation of new cafeteria, our cafeteria others, so proudly boasts) wisdom,
changes
were demand, the new procedure situation. I believe !be I1Ilid not .
The _ terminals in the terminal room overall state of affairs at bat I s!l1l
facilities in which to ac- became a place where one is certain amenities must be made.
commodate them. I have supposed only to eat and not offered
the
graduate (CRT's) in the tenninal neglects
the
graduate UMR is not pleasing to !be IrS! some
seen the rapid decrease in chat with a friend over a cup student. In the past we have room have been reassigned, student. Research accounts graduate student, and unless ~r wli
available rest and recreation of coffee or read a book, etc. been able to purchase etc., in such a way 'that are usually TSO, available something is done, our ad- jaS on unl
areas in the buildings etc. Yet this is not what I parking stickers ahead of students (especially un- only from the Network. At ministrators will have 10 ~tJ1ing wa
mockingly
called
the want to write about. I am time, a privilege ap- dergraduates ) would find present the gradu3te student carry on their researcb I\Ith. So
" student
unions."
Our presently worried about the preciated by many of us. more terminals to solve is forced to stand in line in themselves.
jckname '
snack-bar became a small plight of the species known Now, there is talk that we class problems. This works order to have · access to a Concerned Graduate Student I've foun
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Science and Engineering Fair
By JENNIFER BARTON
Last weekend 104 high
school students participated
in UMR's 27th annual South
Central Missouri Science
and Engineering Fair.
Projects were entered in
12 different categories.
These included behavioral
and
social
sciences,
biochemistry,
botany,
chemistry, earth and space
sciences, .engineering, environmental
science,
mathematics and computers, medicine and health,
microbiology, physics and
zoology.
'
Chancellor Joseph Marchello was present for the
awards
ceremony.
He
welcomed the high school

students to UMR and applauded their teachers. He
then applauded Professor
Malcolm B. Cole, who has
headed the science fair for 16
years. This will be Cole's last
one, as he is retiring from
the position.
Prizes were awarded by
various organizations on
campus - the Army, the
Navy, the Air Force, the
Marines and from the
National
Science
and
Engineering Fair. Grand
prize this year is a trip to the
34th annual National Science
and Engineering Fair to be
8-14
in
held
May
Albuquerque, N.M. This
prize was awarded to
William Giannobile, of St.
James, who was the grand

prize winner for the second
year in a row. The secondplace overall winner was
Shelli Top, of Mansfield.
The campus organizations
awarded prizes to different
students. AIAA gave Glenn
Desmalchi, of Mansfield, a
membership
to
the
He
also
organization.
received a monetary prize
from Eta Kappa Nu.
ASCE awarded Pat Barba
and Jeff Newton, of ManSfield, a plaque. They also
received a certificate from
the National Society of Black
Engineers and a bond from
Tau Beta Pi.
The Helix award, a
monetary prize went to
Giannobile,
Phi Eta Sigma awarded

Wendy Mouat, of Rolla, a
plaque. Psi Chi presented an
award to Stephen Moore, of
West Plains.
The Metallurgical Society
awarded a trophy to Renee
Lloyd, of Potosi. She also
received a bond from Tau
Beta Pi and another award
from WAAIIE.
Sigma Xi awarded Ms.
Top,
of Mansfield, a
monetary prize. The Society
of Physics Students awarded
a plaque to Don Brennan and
Steven Starrett.
The
Association
for
Computing
Machinery
awarded a plaque to Michael
Marcum, of Willow Springs.
AlCHE awarded a monetary
prize to Scott Turner.
Sponsoring the fair along

Open Wa't er SCUBA '
SOURCE : OPI
UMR will 'offer a course
leading to certification in
SCUBA
Open
Water
beginning Friday, April 15,
in the Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building. Sui>sequent class meetings have
been scheduled for April I&17 and 23-24, and open water
dives will be held May 7-8.
The course is open to all
people 12 years of ' age or
older. No previOUS SCUBA
certificates are required, but
participants
should
be
average or better swim-

mers. A current physical
exam also may be required
of some individuals.
Each class meeting will
consist of three hours of
instruction in the UMR pool
in the mornings and three
hours of classroom instruction in the afternoon.
The first class meeting will
be strictly a classroom
session.
The course concludes with
five supervised dives in open
water at Lake Norfork, Ark.
The cost of the open water
dives, which is not included
in the course fee, is $75 and
!TIciudes all equipment ex-

Faulkner' 5 Beverage
& Mini Mart
Rolla's Coldest Beer
-Ice -Gas -Snacks
DOMESTIC & IMPORTED WINES

364·6762

,

1808 N , Bi shop (a cross from Sea son 's)
'I:l~e'
'Ill'
ie'
ie'

cept snorkel, fins and mask.
Those
successfully
completing all classes, the
written examination and the
open water dives will be
awarded the Open Water
SCUBA certificate by the
Professional Association of
Diving Instructors.
Instructors for the course
are Gary Hailey and Bill
Kratzer, Open Water SCUBA
instructors. They will be
assisted by several assistant
instructors and divemast2rs,
Fee for the course is $115
and includes textbook and all
equipment. Registration is
limited to the first 24 paid

applicants and cash or.check
must accompany the application.
For further information
contact Bill Kratzer, Continuing
Education,
111
Engineering
Research
Laboratory, UMR, Rolla,
MO 65401 , phone 341-4200.
Certified Advanced Open
Water divers may begin
divemaster classes at any
time. For further infonnation , contact Gary
Hailey, phone 341-4200.
The course is a continuing
education activity of UMR
physical education.

rheBi

with UMR this year were the
Rolla Daily News, radio
stations KTIR-KZNN, the
Washington Missourian, the
Licking News, the Mansfield

Mirror, radio station KWPM
in West Plains, the Willow
Springs News and the Another
Crawford
Mirror
in IDdgone:
and havm
Steelville.
..,....-..~.---..,...--..-·-----·-- back, it is
was truly
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Uttle Piney Swampathon
The Student Union Board
Outdoor Recreation Committee presents the second
annual
Little
Piney
Swampathon Sunday, April
17. The Swampathon is a
canoe race featuring several
obstacles along the course.
This year there will be three
divisions: men's, women's
and mixed couples. First
prize for each division will

Jl!is yeaJ
icipation
be two ~leman 34-quart lillies, fie
coolers while second prize mpetitio
will be two Coleman Lil' I!Itl grea~
Oscar coole~ fO.r ea~
goe!
dIVISIon. RegIstration will J'ganizatic
start April 11 at On 11I&IImeandrr
Loose.
The
first
50 lkiats and
registrants will also receive JIilIity of
a . fr~
T-shirt.
111& titions
registration fee will be $3 Pat's at UlI
and canoes will be provided.
The St.
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FLAVOR OF THE WEEK
COFFEE ALMON D FUDGE
Hours : Mon.-Sat. 10-10; Sunday 2-10
1005 N . Pine , Rolla, MO

PlYched fo
111 dayslei
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By CRAIG A,
HENDmCKS
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During my first semester
down here at UMR as a
pledge at Sig Ep, people
could not get over the fact
that I smiled so much, At
first some people asked my
brother what kind of drugs I
was on until they found out
nOthing was farther from the
truth. So I picked up the
nickname "Smiley."
I've found that being able
to smile at life and laugh at
your problems can bring
enormous benefits. First of
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The st. Pat's Board is
already planning and trying
to come up with new ideas to
make st. Pat's 1984 even
better (if that's possible)
Pat's
'83.
than
St.
Remember the St. Pat's
Board sponsors the St. Pat's
celebrations for the students
of UMR. If you have any
input on how to improve the
st. Pat's celebration, talk to
any board rep. Keep up the
good wOl'k and start getting
psyched for next year. Only
351 days left.

Store

~'10

Most

Buttons

Consecutive

Consecutive Years Buttons - Barb Wernert
st. Pat'sJ.lngIe- TKE

Shillelagh-John Vespa
Walking Stick -

Sandy

HaIl
Oldest Button Jim
Bosko and Patti McLaughlin

",":",=,~..;t.~1
Most SweatsbIrts

. .minute
Klwnb

.

process takes place.
Not only does laughing
make you feel good, but it
can turn your attitude
around and if you can tum
your attitude around that's
more than half the battle
won in finding success in
anything.
I had a boss while I was on
co-op who was highly skilled
in the art of laughter. He was
a master at it. If you were
having a problem with
somebody or something, or
perhaps you were worried
about something, somehow
he'd get you to laugh about

it. By the time you finished
laughing, you were so
uplifted, you were above the
"worry belt" and had a new
perspective on things.
If we can learn to laugh at

on In

Charley

St. Pat's Poem Priest

ByTERRYMcCRATE

Greek
Week
moves
another week closer and is
now just a couple of weeks
away. Greek Week T-shirts
are now on sale and if you
have not placed an order yet,
get ahold of your IFC

CUDGEL

Robin

Greenest Person - (Male)
Phi Kappa Theta and
(Female) Kappa Delta
Novelty Beard - Gary
Claspill, T~~Kappa Epsilon.

NON-FLOAT

1. Tau Kappa Epsilon

l. Pi Kappa Alpha
2. Tau Kappa Epsilon
3. Sigma Tau Gamma

2. Beta Sigma Psi
3. Pi Kappa Alpha
FLOAT
1. Tau Kappa Epsilon

OVERALL STANDINGS

2. Pi Kappa Alpha
3. Delta Sigma Psi

Total Points
Sigma Tau Gamma
725.4
Pi Kappa Alpha
683.6
Beta Sigma Psi
663.8
Tau Kappa Epsilon
637.3
Delta Tau Delta
526.3
Sigma Pi
490.2
Phi Kappa Theta
484.3
Alpha Epsilon Pi
481.2
Kappa Sigma
46l.3
Sigma Phi Epsilon
394.5
Sigma Nu
375.4
Kappa Alpha
372.4
Delta Sigma Psi
346.5
Acacia
324.8
TEC
321.3
Theta Xi
304.9
Lambda Chi Alpha
304.8
Pi Kappa Phi
248.3
Triangle
238.3
Sigma Chi Mu
178.4
Campus Club
155.5
GDI
75.5

Tracy Gerhold

Bruce "Bad Earl" Landon took a dive In the knightlng ceremony during St. Pat's.

.~ .xi~

CANOE TRIPS
I0

OL

70

r-::-_ _-=-.,.---,U-

Canoe Trips
On the Upper
Current River

D i scount

ntl'l May15
contact:

One Hour
South of
Rolla

99

C~:::J=TAL
Ph.

314-729-5229

Used canoes for sale-shuttle service

..

SORORITIES
171.65
ZTA
170.97
Kappa Delta
138.62
Chi Omega

C

Don't miss this one! A 32 ounce Mug filled "'th
Coca-Cola - yours for .99 when you buy a medium or
large God father's Pizza. (Looks just like an ove rgrow~
or fashi oned Coke glass WIth a handle on It.) Th ere 5
ne ver bee n o ne like it! Take one home for ke~ps.And
si nce it's not I!ke any of our other offers - don t bnng It
back-ever.

Th ey're goin' fast!
Good while supplies la st.
~_ . . . . . . . . . . . ~

Complete Service

Jadwin,M065501

60.5
56.6

ABig
BigMug!

CURR.NT ~
RIV.R

~au~

r;

.,

~Pirza

_ .. ForumP1azaRSohl,~pPingCent.r

~----------------~--------~----

ourselves in rough times, it

see Smile
page 7

Greek Week

TJHA
RHA

Faculty fullest beard
Maciej Gazick

(M~~:O~~:i~eand

Years

Sweatshirt - Chris Umstead

beard

(Female) - Beth Maycock

a

on

Sweatshirt - Kevin Lyons

FOLLIES RESULTS

a:~!i:::

controllable laughter. We
laughed so hard, we dropped
to the ground and rolled
around laughing for several
minutes (we weren't even
drinking). When It was over
our
guts ached from
laughing so hard, but we felt
so good. A good hard laugh
every once in a while does
wonders to make a person
feel better.
I even heard someone tell
me once that you do not age
during the moments you are
laughing, that it is during the
moments when you are not
laughing that the aging

St. Pat's follies results

Another st. Pat's has come
and gone. After recuperating
and having time to reflect
back, it is plain that the 75th
was truly the BEST EVER.
The St. Pat's Board would
like to thank everyone for
their
participation
and
support during St. Pat's.
This year's record participation in the games,
follies, floats and cudgel
competitions made St. Pat's
1983 great. A special thank
you goes to all the
organizations that spent the
time and money to construct
floats and cudgels. It is the
quality of these two competitions that makes St.
Pat's at UMR unique.

~

all, it just plain feels good
and it's good for your body.
Not too long ago I heard a
story about a man who had a
terminal illness. The doctors
gave him little time to live.
He decided not to accept it
and proceeded to laugh
himself well, and he did!
During Christmas break I
was down in Texas visiting a
good friend. We were out
taking a walk one day and
gotstartedlaugtUng.Justfor
fUn we started laughing as
hard as we could so that the
contagious laughter ' would
get the other guy into un-

'"

representative and do so.
Also, the Greek Week '83
mugs are in so make sure
you get one of these because
you will benefit from its use
a whole week, if you know
what I mean! Remember to
bring your mugs to all of the
upcoming
Greek
Week
events because you will need
them to get in.
Now I would like to explain
a couple of the main events
in detail that will be taking
place during Greek Week.
Thursday, April 21, at 6:30
p.m. , the IFC will have its
annual banquet at the Lions
Club Den. This year, the
banquet will be semiformal
and you may attend with or
without a date. A full meal
will be served and free setups will be available, so
don't forget to BYOB! A
guest speaker will also attend.
Another one of our main
attractions is the Greek
Week Carnival which takes
place Friday, April 22, at
6:30p.m. at Lions Club Park.
Each booth at the carnival
offers a different game of
luck or skill. The booths are
built and run by members of
a fraternity or sorority. The
proceeds from the carnival
will be donated to several
charities. The charities this
year will be the Rolla
Cerebral
Palsy School,
LOVE and ABLE. So come
out and have a great time
while contributing to a good
cause.
Next week a complete
schedule of events with
respective dates and times
of Greek Week activities will
be available.

Sheep-Critter needs a dale. If you' re female, reasonably bright, able
to carry a conversation, or just lonely, call 364-9768 and ask for Sheepcritter.
Wanted: Assembly language programming book for the IBM
Systems 360 and 270. Author: Michael D. Kudlick. Copyright 1980.
(Orange, paperback) If have - will buy. Call 364-8393 after 6 p.m.
To the UMR Rugby Team,
Congratulations on winning first place at SMIIRT this weekend.
Ough we'e baby!
LSD-Q

Darin,
Cheer up! She's out there somewhere. She just hasn't been lucky
enough to find you yet.
R&J

Dor,M.E.,
All of the world's a cookie jar, and all the men and women merely
crumbs. You happen to be one of the chocolate chips!
R.M.A.C.L.
For Sale: 1975 Kawasaki 400-53, new battery bought last summer,
exceptionally clean, 6,000 miles, seiling to finance car payments, $600
finn, call Dave at 364-9798.

Donations are being accepted for the "Send Tub to the HeIiIa
Prom" foundation. Please send your tax-deductible contributiOhsto.
Make Tub A MAN, Jefferson City, MO 65101.
.
~ a premium you will receive the book "How to Pick Up Guys,"b)
Christy F.

Need Typing,
Done FAST? Will type theses, dissertations ' .
- Jlcb.
•
.......
hUcaU·
papers, reports, general correspondence, etc. Call Sue or Jeanie C· ~ (I'
Ii¢.

341-4208.

we even

.-reIy

19 used apartment-sized refrigerators and 30 apartment-sized . .
ranges. All in operating condition. For more information and bid ~,
copy, call weekdays 341-4045 from 8 a .m.-noon and 12:3Q.3:3Op.m. BId ainly 00
closes and must be received at UMR-Purchasing Department by 10 rticle at
a. m. Monday, April 4, 1983.
all J

,r

Dimples,

Happy six months! Studyi!lg physics has been Inlerestlng!
Brown Eyes
If you like fishing, then you won't want to miss the Student Union
Board's Spring Fishing Tournament Saturday, April 30. Watch for
more details laler.
JeffC.,
I swung upon a rocking horse and thought of Pegasus. Will you show
me your lerrycloth undies again sometime?
LOST: Tuesday, March 22, a beige and while male Labrador and
beagle mix, medium size, has silver choke collar. Used to be on
campus regularly and answers to the name of " Tex. " Please call 3645018.

Nothing Else
Feels Like Navy Flying.

Jill,
I said you would get something on Thursday, well here it is. Have a
great spring break, and say hi to your mom, dad, Becky, grandpa,
farthead, Steve and everyone. I like IKE and you too, only I like YOU
much more better.
Shoe
P .S. I.L.y'
Davey,
We have wasted 102,282 red markers! ! Care to reimburse us?
Affectionately, me, myself and I
Tim,
I love you and Nicky too.
Love
The Midnight (one, two, three .. o'clock) runner
Baseball card collectors wanting to buy all types of baseball cards.
Will also trade with Inlerested parties .
341-3275 and 341-2848
Bon Voyage BSU, say hi to Radar for me.

.. I 1

.

~:::.

Grandpa,
I liked your wooden frog, but please tie up the attack ducks if we
ever make it to your place again.
Thanks,
A Three-Fingered Duck Petler
Here's to the girl In high heel shoes,
who eats my lobster and drinks my booze
And then goes home with her mother to snooze.
Stingy, stingy, stingy
Happy birthday W. SOD!

,I

I

John F .,
I can't believe you don't remember me! Does this ring a bell? 3158
To the Quad Queens,
There IS life this side of 44.
HOOV

Pizza Night

I
,j

Chow down
By JOHN MACKE

Theta Tau is sponsoring
Pizza Night in cooperation
with Pizza Inn. This
semester's chow down will
take place from 4 p.m.midnight Thursday, April 14.
For every medium pizza

/ r

:...)~

Th, t h,od, ,,,, " "
m, k;o g ","odty ond
of jet engines rolls
management responacross the carrier's
sibility you have as an
flight deck.
officer in the Navy.
Throttles are at
On the ground, as
full power, and you 're
a Navy officer, you
waiting for the signal
work with and supervise
to launch .
today's most highly
Now. The catapult fires. G forces
skilled aviation professionals. In the air,
press you back into your seat. Suddenly,
as part of the naval aviation team , y.ou
you're flying low and fast over the open
have about the most exciting job anyone
sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.
can have.
It's a uniquely rewarding job with
Nothing else feels like Navy flying.
Nothing. And when you become a pilot or
pay to match ..You start at $18,300 a year
flight officer you 're at th e very heart of it.
- more than the average corporation
Once you 've earned your wings,
pays you just out of college. After four
the Navy puts you in full control of a multiyears, with regular Navy promotions
million-dollar supersophisti cat ed
and pay increases, your annual salary
combination of jet aircraft and electronic
climbs to $31 ,1()0 . That's over and above
wizardry.
a full package of benefits and privileges.
And Navy training makes sure
Find out how much more a job in .
you 're up t o t he challenge. Rigorous fli g ht
naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the
training g ives you the r - - - - - - - - - - 1 coupon . No other job
navigation , aerod y na mNAV Y O PPOR T UN ITY
~\ 211,
you the kind of
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ics and other techni13
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NJ
leadership
experience
· . ox ;")000 . ] t o n . I 070F)
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professional schooling
prepa re you for t he
immed iate decis ion-
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CANOE "

5 Canoe Minimum

Offer not good on
Memorial Day Weekend

Jet. of Hwys. 181 & 14

TWIN BRIDGES
CANOE
RENTAL
ss Rt. BOJ 230 West Plains. MO 65775
~----------- COUPON

(417) 256-7507

,1""'''' ]',,,,, ,

Add,',,»
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.\ p , " - -

(' 11 ,\ ' _ _ _ _---:_ _ _ _ _ _ __

ordered, Pizza Inn will
donate $1 and $2 for every
large pizza ordered. So we
ask you to have a good time
by eating great food and help
the Theta Tau Ugly Man
once again. Help out another
worthy Rolla charity.

~--~------ COUPON ------~--~~
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Navy Officers
Get Responsibility Fast.
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By MIKE STRODER
I'm sure there are a lot of
people out there who have
had secret desires to flaunt
their journalistic talents in
such
a
prestigious
publication as the Missouri
Miner. (I'm also sure there
are even more who are
barely
aware of our
existence, but there's certainIy no reason to aim an
article at them.) Anyway,
for all you people who
couldn't hack journalism at
Mlzzou and had to lower
yourselves to engineering,
well you're in lucie. You now
have the opportunity to write
your own news article!
Excited, huh? Weli, calm
down and I'li tell you how it
works.
I have written the base of a
story and cleverly left
blanks for you to fill in with
certain words or phrases.
You are given several
possibilities for each blank
at the end of the story. If you
are daring and have a vivid
enough imagination, you can

even come up with your own
words! I'm sure you're all
eager to get started, but
remember one thing - you'll
write it. but I'll still get paid
for it. Happy scribbling!
Tuesday UMR Chancellor
Joseph
Marchello
announced plans to build a 1 .
The structure will be
modeled after 2 ,will be
powered solely by 2.5 ,and
will have a capacity of 3
cubic
4 . Some of the
tremendous cost of 5 will
be compensated for by 6 ,
while it is proposed that the
rest come from 7 . " This
will be the first structure of
its kind 8 ," a 9 chancellor
10 , "and we feel that 11
will definitely increase as a
result."
Student . and
faculty
opinions ranged from l2 to
13 . " I am 14 15. There
Simply is no place on this 16
for 17 ," exclaimed one
professor.
Students,
however, tended to be much
more 18 when 19 . " We
need more 20 " said one 21
, Hbecause

21.6

proposal next goes to

." The
22

where it is expected to be 23
by 24.
1. parking garage

snack shop
Hilton Hotel
executive outhouse
bordello
2. the Gateway Arch

Taco Bell
the Taj Mahal
the Bow-Wow plant
a toolshed
2.5. the sun

Mickeys Malt Liquor
6 "0" batteries

hamsters
Rayl all-purpose patties
3.27.5

billions and billions of
several
a whole bunch of
4. feet
miles
angstroms
googles
5. construction
mismanagement
embezzlement
incompetence
6. higher fees
a bake sale

creative bookkeeping
selling drugs
7. a beer tax
blackmail
parking tickets
thin air
8. to ever stand upright
on this planet
this damn ugly
to be demolished
9. embarrassed
hysterical
drooling
naked
10. whispered
Snickered
hissed
screamed
11. fees
homicides
alcohol consumption
V .D.
12. subdued

absurd
fanatical
archaic
13. ridiculous

apathetic
confused
babbling
14. slightly
incredibly
mentally

Tennis ready for busy week
By TRACY BOLAND
This past weekend the
men's tennis team traveled
to the Southern Arkansas
State
University
Invitational, in Magnolia, Ark.
There they competed with 15
other teams, among them
Southwest Missouri State
and Steven F . Austin State
University, which was the
first place team of the
tournament. UMR placed
10th overall, in what Coach

McNally called "a strong
finish. "
Some of the UMR players
who did espeCiallY well were
Jeff Sacre, who finished
eighth of 16 in the No. 5
singles poSition, and Chris
Butta, who· also finished
eighth in a field ·of 16 No. 6
singles position players.
Sacre also teamed up with
Steve Cornell to place
seventh in the No. 3 doubles
position.

The men have a 1-5 record
for the season so far. The
UMR team beat Evangel 9-0,
but then suffered a similar
defeat at the hands of
Northeast Missouri. The
matches against Southwest
Missouri State and Southwest Baptist were almost as .
bad for the Miners, but they
managed
to
avoid
a
skunking both times : by two
games in the SWMS match,
and by one against SWBU.
They fared much better in

Honor Program
opportunities. The departments give extra recognition
for
outstanding
accomplishment during the
course of the program. Upon
completion, the student
receives a divisional honors
certificate and has "Honor
Scholar" placed on his or her

ments allow the student to
diploma. The ' mechanical
and aerospace engineering apply the honors hours
toward graduation. Among
department gives a $100
the special opportunities are
scholarship to anyone who
successfully completes the an association with other
program, along with three outstanding students and
credit hours for graduate . closer ties with the faculty.
school. All other depart- Also, the honors paper may

Smile

smoothes the bumps out. I literally uplifted that he
recently met a guy who had floats up to the ceiling. Only
a fantastic attitude. He said when he thinks of something
he'd reaiized how everything sad does he come down to the
that ever happened to him floor. He sings, "I love to
had happened for the best, .. laugh, ha ha ha ha, long and
and he used that as a step- loud and clear, yes I love to
ping stoile to go on to greater laugh, hee hee hee hee hee,
things. This is how a good it's getting worse every
friend of mine, Kevin An- year!"
ders, feels. He said, "Learn
In the book "Your Right to
bow to make something good
Know," - Darwing Gross
out of everything that
says, "I am happy every'
happens."
day! I will not be any other
Sometimes when I'm way! I have had my troubles
down, I thiDk of a scene from - as many of them as most
Walt
Disney's
"Mary of you had. I ' have learned
Poppins. " There's a man that troubles do not make
Who laughs so much and is so unhappiness; it is only the

The first home match of
the season was originally
scheduled for this past
Monday, but had to be
canceled due to inclement
weather. It is not yet known
when this match will be
rescheduled. .
.

***

The next time someone
asks you how you are doing,
don't just say fine, or OK, or
terrible, say you are doing
great, fantastic, excellent,
etc. You'll uplift the other
person and soon you'll begin
to believe it too! ·So smile,
have a good laugh and I'li
bet you'll feel and do an
order of magnitude better!

SPI, AH Games • D&D Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine Rollo, MO 364-5581

video arcades
21. drug addict

compo sci. major
grad student
psychopath
21.6. it's Thtm>day
I say so
the aliens are coming

campus
hemisphere
dump
17. rational thought
common sense
K-Tel products
thermonuclear devices
18. logical
apathetic
anti-social
spaced out
19. interrogated
watching MTV
poked with sharp sticks
tickled

I need a job
22. my house

Newburg
Washington, D.C.
the Registrar's office
the Top Hat
23. passed

defeated
burned
stolen
smoked
24. a vast majority
no one in particular
the Board Reps
Palestinian terrorists
Physics professors

20. toxic wastes

homework

_

ANNOUNCING: g;~~1ng
- New! Forum Twin Cinema
APRIL 14, 1983
Grand Opening Ceremonies 7 p.m.
April 14th, VIP Night
Sponsored by

KCLU RADIO
Enter the
"Why I Want To Go To Disneyland"
Essay Contest!
250 words or less

Entry Deadline: April 12, 1983
Winner Announced April 14, 1983
at the Grand Opening of Forum Twin Cinema.

Trip includes:
FREE Tickets to Disneyland.
FREE Motel Accommodations for 2 people.
FREE Air Fare provided by World Wide
Travel Agency.

from page2
be entered in contests; some
UMR paperS have won such
contests in the past. Finally,
as pointed out by Honors
Committee member Dr.
D.C. Look, the program
" gives students an idea of
what graduate school is
like."

guns

16. earth

their match against the
University of Northern Iowa,
to whom they lost by only
one game, 4-5.

from page5
wrong attitude toward a
situation or difficulty. Any
trouble we are faced with is
caused
from
ourselves
unless it is impressed upon
us by others. If you are busy
being glad and trying to
cheer others who are sad,
although your heart may
ache, you will soon forget to
notice it, and you will be
glad."

generally
moderately
15. P.O.'d
boring
unstable
confused
hopeless

Send entry to:
Cominonwealth Theatres
P .O . Box 880, Rolla, MO 65401

Chub & Jo's Restaurant
·SST Banquet Hall
Serving from 5:30 a .m . to 15 min. till 8:00
Breakfast from 5:30 a.m. to 11 :00 a.m .
Open 6 Days. Closed Sunday
PLATE LUNCHES-NOON & EVE .
·STEAKS ·SEAFOODS
·CHOPS ·SHORT ORDERS
" Homemade Pies"

Family Restaurant

====::-=-:::'
Corry Ou! Orders
Kenne!h & Ruby Thor pe

TELLE
ROTOCRAFT

704 Pine Rollo, MO
Call 364-6247
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Greek games changing format

[

By HUGO WAY

Disaster
struck
last
Saturday when Deke pledge
Bill Rottgutt was seriously
~ al!q.~
injured while practicing an
sU~Jma
Sjuaulll event for the Greek games.
laqeuuog Rottgutt, who was' to
'PU<lQeu participate in the Keg Catch,
lWJalfOl! suffered three broken ribs, a
Hil!Jl1!'} slight
::md
concussion
laM JIlOI massive hemorrhoids as a
alfl 10 result of being crushed by a
lillflU~~ half-barrel of Red, White
reglSilAl and Blue.
W AP!,}
Deke games chairman
gll!UU!Al
e S!tnr.l1 Rocky Rococco stated, " No

III aru

one ever told us the keg was
supposed to be empty! "
In other games news, a
new event this year, the
Greek Marathon, recreates
the ordeal of Platypus, after
which modern marathons
are -patterned. In this
competition,
contestants
must run 26.2 miles in bare
feet, deliver a message and
then die. The contestant
doing this in the fastest time
is the winner. Bonus points
will
be
awarded
(posthumously) for the most

dramatic death.
Another proposed contest
is the Alligator Hunt, in
which participants will track
. down any preppies still alive
in Rolla. The IFC is expected
to cancel
this event,
however, because 90 percent
of Sigma Phi Mu's members
would be fair game.
Other new games this year
include the Video Games
Contest and the Bar Games
Relay.
The Bat Race has been
changed somewhat from last
year. 'I1lis y~ an active

from each house must chug a
beer, grab a baseball bat and
beat a pledge with it. JA is
the favorite, since this is an
integral part of their pledge
program.
Another change this year
is in the Most Philosophical
Statement contest. Renamed
Dueling Philosopher, this
competition will feature oneon-<lne " think-<lffs." The
statements will be rapid-fire
and extremely boring. The
favorite for this event is
Sigma Xi Pat Stumpf, who
is "always talking, but never
saying anything," according

Sports and SU B present

to an anonymous source.
The
Panhollistic,
in
keeping with the Greek
games' changing format,
has announced changes in its
Mini-Olympics. The Egg
Toss has been replaced by
the Hand Grenade Toss
(times are expected to drop
drastically) ,
and
the
Pyramid Competition has
gone C<H!d (think of all the
geometric possibilities).
In an effort to raise more
money
for
charity,

Panhollistic Is selling raffle
tickets for 50 cents each. The
first prize is a date with the
sorority girl of your choice
(ice pick not included),
Second prize is a date with
the independent girl of your
choice (bags not included) .
Greek Notes : Rumor has It
that Sigma Mu has approached the university
about moving Its house to the
intramural fields. Their
reasoning is, apparently,
that they live there anyway.

Varsity update

.LAg

Changes in football
!I~
training films

'WOM

By ROSS WARNER

PCilU ill!!

lOW ION

The Student Union Board
Indoor Recreation Committee will present "Debbie
Does Dallas" on Saturday,
April I, in Centennial Hall at
11:30p.m.
This truly touching movie
stars many actors that are
familiar to UMR students
through the " Fine Arts Film
Series," which normally
plays at the Ritz each Friday
and Saturday night. Since
many students have seen
these stars over and over,
they won't be mentioned

woo ill!!
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Our story takes place in a
quaint
southern
town.
Debbie Smith (not her real
name) arrives and finds
herself in a city where men
rule and women follow.
Being the staunch supporter
of ERA that she is, Debbie
decides to confront various
community leaders with her

proposition of equality After
many difficult struggles, our
exhausted heroine comes out
on top.
This movie will have the
audience cheering. The
intricate twists in the plot
keep everyone wondering
what will happen next.
" Debbie Does Dallas" has
earned praise from critics in
every major newspaper in
New Jersey. Most critics
claim that the movie is
stirring. " The movie is
stirring," said Rex Reed of
the New York Daily News.
Just recently the movie was
presented the coveted Fred
(Oscar's brother ) Award for
being the best picture. This
gives the film the right to be
called a classic and places it
in the same category as the
thrilling "Attack of the
Killer Tomatoes." This is
one hot movie.
Admission is free with
your student ID.

Two of UMR's varsity
squads have placed in
conference tournament play.
The Cliff Diving Squad
placed first, earning them
the right to advance to the
Midwest Regional, where
they will face The Flying
Squirrels of Slippery Rock
U. in first round competition.
The team has long held a
preference for tournament
competition, because it gives
them the opportunity to dive
into a stream of water as
opposed to the bucket used in
practice. " Our pracfice
methods may be unor-

,.

thodox," says team captain
Terry (Flathead) Thudd,
"but they certainly intimidate the competition."

p:I

,..

Meanwhile, the varsity
Underwater
Breathing
Squad placed third in the
MIAA, with an aver{ige time
of 2.94 minutes. "We're darn
proud of our performance,"
said Coach Richard (Rock)
Bass, " and we would surely
have finished first if they
hadn't caught one of our
boys with scuba equipment." Our hats go off to
these two fine teams.

=
I'"

Christopher Jewelers

Rick Bennett

Diamonds and Watches

The Keg Catch, one of Greek Week's new competitions, can be very hazardous to your health.

903 Pine Rolla, MO 364-2264

Athlete of Next Week
M-Club is proud to announce its choice for Athlete
of
Next
Week,
Mike
Raphone.
Although
he
doesn't know it yet, Mike is '
going to give an excellent
performance
in
next
Tuesday's varsity kayaking
tri -meet
against
the

University of WisconsinWhitewater and Whirlpool
University. Mike will come
off the bench to lead the
paddlemen to an impresive
37-point win over these two
nationally-ranked
teams.
The meet will be held at 3
p.m. at Schuman Pond.

Quality Cleaners
Expert Cleaning Reasonably Priced
108 W . 7th Street Rolla , MO 65401

ii
!

Robin's Nest
(across street from campus)

Making reservations now for

Summer (at a reduced rate)

and Next Fall
-Central air
-Wall·to-wall carpet
-Private bath
-Some with kitchenettes
-Double occupancy for most rooms
We also have two large furnished houses
and many one-bedroom apartments next
to Robin's Nest.

Call 364-3865. 364-2807.
364-1570.341-4485

t
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,R ugby wins first SMIIRT title
SUBMI'ITED BY
RUGBY CLUB

revenge for last year's to some excellent hooking by
"Ripcord" Weber, UMR won
loose ball for a ' try. The "Stormln" Norman Berra
quarterfinal
defeat,
the Mike "Organism" Dell'Orco
the serum-down and pushed
conversion failed and SlU prop ; Mike "Organism':
Ruggers pounded the SaIukis and a great push :,y Tony
SlU back far enough for
led 15-11. With no time Dell'Orco, Hooper; K .Q.
The UMR Rugby Club into submission by a score of "Bones" Stevens and Rick
Ripcord to pounce on the
remaining,
UMR
again "Captain"
Smith, prop;
caused a 5-meter scrum- Tony
"Bones"
Stevens,
captured its first cham- 18-4, behind the tries scored
pionship in the l~year-()Id by
"Stormin"
Norman
down on the SIU 5-meter second row; Rick "Ripcord"
line. Mike Dell'Orco got the Weber, second row; Joe
spring Midwest Invitational Berra, Joe Robin and Ken
hook and the entire backfield Tobin, fight man ; wing
Intercollegiate
Rugby Alternether and the kicking
helped push the serum over forwards Jim Bosko and Rob
Tournament last weekend by of Mike Eversman and Ken
the goal line and in for a try.
"Psycho" Walling ; Back
beating last year's defending Altenether. This viCtory set
the stage for the final as SlU
(The game cannot end on a Bill "Broken Hand" Kemchampions, SIU-Carbondale,
had to work its w'ay through
penalty infraction so UMR per, Mike Eversman, Dave
17-15, in the final.
was awarded a 5-yard "Red"
Shipley,
Roddy
The Ruggers began the the loser's bracket to make
scrum.) Ken Altenether then Rogers, Lou Dell'Orco, Ken
tournament by beating the the final.
It was a muddy field and
sailed
the
conversion Autenether, Russ Hartz, Bill
University of Arkansas in
through the uprights to give Madison and Mark Harms.
the first round, !}-6. Trailing snow was falling as the final
UMR a 17-15 victory.
The Ruggers would like to
6-0 at half, the Ruggers fired was played. If SlU won, the
would
be
The crowd and the UMR thank all the fans who
up and put the pressure on tournament
players erupted in a frenzy provided much vocal supArkansas. This resulted in a decided on drop kicks. If
to celebrate the victory, port
during
the
final ,
late second half try by Mike UMR won, the championship
the
Rugger
The latter A happy UMR Rugby team displaying their cham- which was the epitome of a especially
Eversman, who also added was theirs.
the conversion to the score. prevailed as UMR drew first pionship hardware after winning SMImT last team effort. The cham- Huggers, Lee Kimmel, and
pionship team by position is :
the guys from Kappa Sig.
Not much later, Eversman blood on a try by Ken weekend.
booted a 45-yard field goal . Altenether. The conversion r-~-....-------------------"":'--':----=-':"'-----"';'';;''---~-'';;:'that provided the margin of was no good and UMR led 4o. SlU then rattled off the
victory.
Next, the Ruggers faced next 15 points to take a 15-4
NEMO and defeated them lead at half. Plagued by poor
largely by the running of kicking due to the miserable
By GIL KAUFFMANN
action. The best was the new varsity record. With a seventh In the ~yard
field conditions, UMR had a
Dave "Red" Shipley, Ken
Miners' 1972 team that
time of 5l.07 sophomore medley relay with a time of
Altenether and Bill "Wild rough time scoring until Ken
Over
the
St.
Pat's placed eighth, " stated Coach
David Wisdom placed eighth 3:31.95. And ending the meet
Altenether booted a field
Bill" Madison. The final
weekend, March 14-20, 12 Pease. "But this is the best in the l~yard butterfly, the team of seniors MIke
goal to make it 15-7 late in
score was 13-4, which innational qualifiers from the
squad that the school has setting a new varsity record Shive and Don Havey along
the second half. UMR
cluded a 35-yard run for.a try
UMR
swimming
team ever had."
for UMR. Aria set another with Hovater and freshman
marched promptly down the
by "Wild Bill" Madison.
varsity record in the 200- Mark Wuttig with a time of
traveled to Belmont Plaza in
The Miners ended the first
field on the ensuing kickoff
In the semifinal on Sunyard backstroke plaCing 3: 11. 95 placed 13th in the ~
Long Beach, Calif., for the day of the meet with no
day, SlU-Carbondaie was and caused a 5-meter scrum
third with a time of 1: 55.24. yard freestyle relay.
1983 NCAA Division II points at all. Then they
(at SIU's 5-meter line). Due
the next opponent. Seeking
Swimming
and
Diving managed to be in 12th after Once again he was acIn recognition of their
Championships. The meet the second day and then 11th companied by Pericich who efforts the swimmers, Aria,
ninth
respectively
the
and
took fifth place with a time of Coon, Pericich, Wisdom,
was dominated by California
State University at Nor- last two days.
1:56.57. But a new face Hovater and Krygier, were
thridge, which was followed
showed up on the scene as added to the list of NCAA
For the Miners, freshman junior Ed Krygier placed Division
by Oakland University from
II All-America
Detroit taking second and Derek Coon placed 12th in lOth with a time of 1: 59.89. swimmers because they
By TRACY BOLAND
her game out to three sets
California State University the l~yard breaststroke Finishing up the individual placed 12th or better in
before finishing off her
at Chico finishing third. The with a time of 1:00.24. In the events Coon took 11 th in the NCAA action.
backstroke 200-yard breaststroke in
Chris Aria was named Key
The first year of women's challenger.
Miners tallied up 61 points to l~yard
The
two
remaining
Spo~t Shop athlete of the
finish ninth out of the 35 sophomore Chris Aria and 2: 10.34 seconds.
tennis at UMR is off to a
In the relay events the meet.
men's teams that par- freshman Paul Pericich
winning star!: last week the players, Janet Wickey and
swam to third and lOth place Miners set two UMR varsity
Congratulations to the 1983
Lady Miners fought South- Lorna Platt, who is ranked
tiCipated.
west Baptist University and No. 1 on the women's team
"Although ninth, this is the finishes respectively with records. The team of Aria, UMR swim team for its
here, were defeated in their
won the match 6-3.
second best place the Miners times ot 53.37 and 54.43 Coon, Wisdom and freshman performance in representing
Hovater
placed UMR.
Of the six singles games, singles games, but managed
have ever taken in NCAA seconds. Aria's time was a Arthur
four were won by players to triumph in their doubles
let
a
couple
unranked
able
to
trying one for the women's
players on the team have
went very weil, and I expect
Laurie Behm, Lan Lam Jane games, with Laurie Behm
girls play and get some tennis team. Friday and
already been chosen, Mcit will be indicative of the
Bokerman and Leslie Son' and Laura Kinner as their
actual playing experience. Saturday at the Avila
Nally hopes to give unranked
rest of the season. Naturally,
nabend. Behm, Lam and respective partners.
InvitatIonal
the
There were also a couple College
players the chance to play.
I'm hoping we'il remain
Coach McNally is pleased
Sonnabend beat their opexhibition games that were Lady Miners played eight
"This first match we opened
undefeated in all of our
ponents
by
respectable with the success of the team
used similarly."
matches and won only two.
up a slight lead over Southmatches."
to date. "Weil, so far we're
margins in two sets each,
west Baptis_t, and we were
Although the top six
This past weekend was a
while Bokerman stretched undefeated. Our first match

Swimmers

Place 9th in NCAA Division II
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Women'S Tennis

Claims 1st win

***

HAR~
ATHUTIC

904 Pine

:::::

50%
50%
30 %
50 %

BELL

GOODS

341-2666

off special group of Adidas f -shirts
off special group of sweats
off assorted gym shorts & running shorts
off gym bags

G&D STEAK HOUSE
7 Oz. Top Sirloin Special .. .... $3.58
8 Oz. Chuck ........ $2_79 Chicken Fried Steak. $2.30
6 Oz. Ribeye. . . .
. . 3.07 Catfish Squares ...... 3_03
7 Oz. Ham Steak. . .3.02 Chicken. _..... __ ... 3_35
8 Oz. Filet. . . . . . .
.3.65 Shrimp..
. . 3.95
10 Oz. Top Sirloin.
. 5.00 Spaghetti
. 2.60
12 Oz. K.C. Strip _. . _5_96 Ravioli...
.2.60
12 Oz. T-Bone ....... 6.92 Hamburger & Fries.
1.92
Include s Potato or French
Fish & French Fries.
1.92
Frie s and Te x a s Toa st
d . h & Frres
. 1.92
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EVERY MEAL.
Ham San WIC
Open 7 day s a week

G&D STEAK HOUSE

11 c .m .·9 p .m .
forum Plmo Shopping Ce nt e r

.
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campus when confronted
with the issue. "We are not
now nor have we ever been
- I think - trying to reduce
overcrowding by killing
students."

Have you noticed a few
hwulred people missing
from your classes lately?
Have you seen anyone kick
the bucket between his allpurpose patty and mashed
potatoes in the TJ cafeteria?
If so, you're not the first.

ByDARREN
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concern about overcrowding
in the humanities department. One administrator
told me under thumbscrews
that this is the only way to
maintain a good teacherstudent ratio. Another administrator stated at gunpoint, "At least we're
selective about who we kill.
We limit our exterminations
to the civil and mechanical
engineering departments,
because no one wi!! hire
those people anyway.
By watching closely, I
have discovered the various
methods of extermination
used by the administration.

Four days after st. Pat's, I humanities classes more
noticed that Rayl cafeteria thoroughly. Of course, the
served some mysterious general consensus among
"Alice soup" and caused a students
concerning
few casualties. I have also humanities courses was an
seen professors making emphatic " Who cares! "
countless human sacrifices
With fewer live people
in order to consecrate the enrolled
in
humanities
ground for the coming of courses, the administration
Stonehenge. Many students now feels that they may have
have walked into the new to fire even more techers. In
tunnel on their way to TJ and an experimental effort,
have never been seen again. some of the humanities
I haven't even figured that professors. have
been
one out yet.
replaced WIth mannequms
The
administration from the J .e . Penney store.
remains hopeful that now, Students .seem to enjoy the
with fewer people, students . mannequInS,
and
one
will be able to enjoy their student said, "This teacher

\;

is much more interesting
than the last one. "
If these drastic measures
don't work to boost the
morale of the humanities
department,
the
administration only has one
other alternative: to require
more humanities credits.
The problem is that this
news would create a mass
suicide on campus and then
there wouldn't be any
students left.
In the meantime, watch
out for adrtlinistrators with
an evil look in their eyes and
a murder weapon in their
hands.

.

Coed attacked by Wolfe
HAVERSTICK

e35

Many people have been
noticing some strange activities on campus lately.
According to one student,
"My roommate just sat at
his desk with a blank look on
his face, staring at his
statics notes for three weeks.
I thought he was just trying
to decipher the notes, which
were all in Indian. How was I
supposed to know he was
dead?"
After some extremely
tricky
investigative
reporting, I have found that
the UMR administration is
thinning out the student
population due to their dire

Grandmother is Tide Up
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Magenta Ridinghood was
savagely attacked Monday
night by lust-driven, Authur
Wolfe, at her grandmother's
house on Vichy Road. A
neighboring
woodcutter,
Hugo Saver, heard the noise
coming from the house and
ran in to apprehend Wolfe
before he could seriously
harm Miss Ridinghood.
Wolfe, a local resident, had
apparently
entered
the
house early Monday e,vening
with the intentions of attacking Miss Ridinghood, a
coed at UMR. It is not known
at this time whether or not
Wolfe knew that Ima Tideup,
the owner of the house, was
at home. Upon finding her,
however, he put Mrs. Tideup
in a closet, where she
remained bound and gagged.
Miss
Ridinghood,
affectionately called "Red" by
her classmates, was totally
shocked by the incident.
"You just don't believe these
things really happen to
people until they happen to
you," she was quoted as
saying.
" It
was
just
hideous!"
Miss Ridinghood, who
resides at T.J. , had decided
to take a batch of cookies
over to her grandmother,

r

Year after year. semester

after semester, the college
plan from Fidelity Union
Life has been the most
accepted, most popular life
insurance program on
campuses all over

America. Find out wh y.

Mrs. Tideup. Despite her ' . and

roommate's advice, Miss
Ridinghood started walking
toward Vichy Road saying
that she "needed the exercise." She had walked about
half a mile when Wolfe· first
approached her from the
side of the road. According
to Miss Ridinghood, she was
startled at first but calmed
down after Wolfe started
talking. " He was good
looking and very nice. He
asked me if he could give me
a lift somewhere. I told him
thanks anyway, but I was
going to my grandma's
house and it wasn't much
farther." She proceeded to
walk down the road and
Wolfe got in his car ' and
drove off.

r-

Wolfe, 23, lives in Rolla

I

works at a local
business. He had attended a
small liberal l!IiS college for
two years, majoring in
theater. Upon searching his
a~artment, ',llany pictures of
MISS
Rldinghood
were
dIscovered. Th~ pIctures h~d
lew~ deSCrIptIOns of MISS
Rldmghood ?n the back of
them .. Unmaded love letters
to MISS Rldinghood were
also found. After polIce
questioning, Wolfe was
quoted as saying, " I've been
after that wench for a long
time. I'm still going to make

hermine."

From what the police have
told us, we have pieced
together that Wolfe drove to
Mrs. Tideup's house, Miss
Ridinghood's grandmother,
after approaching Miss
Ridinghood on Vichy Road.
He broke into the house and

captured
Mrs.
Tideup,
putting her in the closet. He
then proceeded to dress up,
trying to impersonate Miss
Ridinghood's grandmother.
When Miss Ridinghood
arrived at her grandmother's house she found
her " grandma" in bed with a
cold. Upon closer inspection,
she realized that her
" grandma" was actually

1201 Bishop Sun.·Thurs. 10 a.m.·1 2 a.m . Fri. & Sat. 10 a. m.·2 a.m .

Taco Bell Grande
and a Medium Drink
I

$1.65

or trade.

Highway 63 North Rolla, MO

Good only on Tues., Ap ril 12 and Thurs., April 14
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Saver tackled Wolfe and
held him down until the
police
arrived.
Miss
Ridinghood, in the meantime, found her grandmother. and set her free.
Mrs. 'I!deup was unhurt by
the InCIdent.
Police now have Wolfe in
custody where he is awaiting
trial.
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Wolfe. Wolfe then attacked
her,
throwing
Miss
Ridinghood violently to the
ground with the intentions of
rape.
Hugo
Saver
heard
screams emitting from the
house and quickly ran in to
see what was the matter. "I
heard this awful racket so I
ran in and saw this man
beating up on poor Red."

Pizza Night
Thursday, April 14th at Pizza Inn
Also Mo nday thru Wednesday, April 11·1 3, after 8:00 p.m.
(N o deliveries these dates.)

$2.00 Donated for each Large IS" Pizza
$1.00 Donated for each Medium 13" Pizza
•
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Donations are credited to yo ur organization
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Pizzas will be delivered by Theta Tau Omega member~
Chow Down For Charity$
4
Donations go to your organization's Ugly Man account
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Softball

MISSOURI MINER

Rain

By TINA HALDIMAN
The Lady Miners began
their season with a pre-St.
Pat's tour to Florida. Due to
a lot of rain down there, their
eight-game schedule shrunk
to only three games. In back
to back games March 14,
they faced Flo. Valley and
MiSSOuri BaptiSt. In an
enjoyable first-game win
over Flo. Valley, the Miners
gained six hits while Leta
Judd captured the win, 13-2.
Carmen Baker started the
season off strong with two
singles and a double, while
the freshman duo of Renee

shrinks

Polowy at shortstop and Lisa
Frurnhoff at first pulled off a
nice double play.
Susan Appelbaum pitched
the following game against
Missouri Baptist, suffering a
disappointing :>-2 defeat.
Each team stroked eight
hits, but the Miners committed six first-day-{)f-tileseason errors and stranded
two runners. The strong
hitting
attack
featured
Appelbaum with a single and
double,
while
Cecilia
Gutierrez and Terry Bond
collected two singles. Carmen Baker made a perfect
throw from center field to

catch a tag-up runner at
home.
After three rain-{)uts, the
Lady Miners took on Flo.
Valley once. more, this time
grabbing a 4-3 win. Appelbaum struggled In only
one inning - giving up the
only hit for Flo. Valley, three
walks and suffering two
errors as they got their three
runs. Meanwhile, the offense
chalked up 10 hits, all
singles. Diana Miller slashed
two singles with everyone
else notching a single . .
Overall they played their
best defense off the young
season. Their last two games
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Florida trip

in the Sunsiune State were
rained out also.
Back at home, a formidable UMSL team came
to town Wednesday, March
23, for a double-header. Leta
Judd took a 4-2 defeat in the
first game. The second game
proved no different as Susan
Appelbaum and Carmen
Baker in relief couldn't hold
off the UMSL squad. The
final score was 9-2, UMSL.
Senior catcher Diana Miller
had a good running day,
chalking up four stolen bases
in the two games.
Last Friday the UMR
ladies headed to Ed-

wardsville, Ill., for SlUE's
tourney. Their first foe was a
Division I school, DePaul. A
strong offensive attack of
eight hits fell flat as they
stranded a total of 10 runs in
the game. DePaul, with only
five hits managed a 4-1 win.
Leta Judd took the loss, as
the Miners committed three
costly errors.
The Miners then took on
Edwardsville,
but their
offensive consisted of only a
double by Susan Appelbaum.
SlUE poured it on, with a If>.
1 final score. Several errors,
walks and wild pitches
helped Edwardsville to score

in every inning.
Against the University of
Wisconsin-White
Water,
UMR had four errors giving
up three runs in the second
inning, and yw-WW got two
runs in the third to capture a
:>-2 win from the Lady
Miners. Diana Miller had a
sparkling
performance
behind the plate, throwing
out two would-be base
stealers, getting a player out
in a run-down, and making a
put-{)ut on a play at the plate.
UMR made basic skill
errors, often with too much
time to think about a throw.
Judd recorded the loss.

Track showing versatility
By SCO'IT WHITE

Running in less than ideal
conditions in Missouri is the
price
early
season
tracksters have to pay.
March 22 was true to form as
UMR entertained Southwest
Mo. State and School of the
Ozarks in sutHO degree
weather at the Rolla Community Track.
The Miners ran well for
the second meet of the
season and showed good
versatility in both the field
and running events. All total
the Miners captured four
first, six seconds, five thirds
and two fourth places in the
meet. Southwest outscored
UMR in the meet ff7 to
UMR's 68 followed by School

Mark Vollmer

Leta Judd kicks and fires in a recent ladies softball

game.

M-Club

By GIL KAUFFMANN

The M-Club would like to surge that fell just short. On
present Diana Miller of the the week Diana collected
Miner softball squad as three hits while making
outstanding
UMR's outstanding athlete several
of this week . In the double- defensive plays in the field
header against UMSL Diana and throwing out two wouldaccumulated four stolen be base stealers.
Congratulations Diana!
bases, including three in the
night cap as she led a late

I

On March 12 the UMR
baseball team traveled to
Panama City, Fla., to open
the season with an ll-game
stretch
lasting
throu'gh
March 17. The Miners ended
up with a record of one win,
five losses and one tie. The
remaining four games were
not played due to inclement
weather.

Intramural Top 20
2331.5
2295.5
2145.5
2112.5
2112.5
2018.5
1950.5
1847.5
1837.5
1771

SigPi
GDI
Campus
Rl{A
TJHA
Triangle
AEPi
SigChi Mu
KA
DeltaSig

1760.5
1751
1696.5
1687
1644
1630.5
1549
1546.5
1479.5
1455
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Top Dollar
Pawn
Cash to loan
BUY. SEll
TRADE
on gold. silver ,diamonds,
stereos, TVs. comeros,

sporting goods, etc.

364-5300
119 S. Bishop
Jet. Hwy. 63 & 72
Rollo.MO

10% OFF
. 'coupon . Expire s May 1, 1983

Records & Tapes
Paperback Books
Bought· Sold
. Traded

One Horse
Books &
Records
808 Pine
Downtown Rolla
364·2244
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strong Southwest Mo. State events Mark Galliarth took
team, School of the Ozarks . third in the javelin and
and Tulsa University. The second in the discus. Ron
Miners were only able to Hutchcraft had a strong
manage 44 points and third performance
grabbing
place behind Southwest Mo. second in the l00-yard dash
State with 86 points and and third in the 22O-yard
School of the Ozarks with 46 dash as well as pacing the
points and ahead of Tulsa 44O-yard relay team to a
University with three points.
third-place finish.
UMR grabbed three first
Pete
Lichtenwalner
places during the meet.
finished in third in the mile
Gorham took the shot put run along with his secondwith a 48-10 throw with place finish in the 3-rnile
Galliarth of UMR in third. event. Tim Schoenecker
Rich Welsh took two firsts
turned in a fourth-place
with a 15.45 time in the 120 finish in the 44O-yard dash in
HH and 57.09 in the 440 IH.
50.7 while John Bocthwick
ran a 1: 59 good enough for
Apel of UMR placed in
third place in the 88(}.yard
three events with a fourth in
run. The Miners' mile relay
the long jump, third in the
triple jump and third in the
team was able to take thirdhigh jump. In the other field
place overall.

Baseball hits slump on road

Athlete of the week

SigNU
PiKA
TKE
BetaSig
KappaSig
SigEp
MHAEast
Tech
PhiKap
Lambda Chi

of the Ozarks with 30 points.
Rick Welsh grabbed two
firsts in the 1l0-meter high
hurdles
and
400-meter
intermediate hurdles. Phil
Taylor also placed in the 400IH taking second behind
Welsh. Other firsts included
Thaydious Proctor in the
triple jump and Mike Fortune in the javelin. Bob
Gorman grabbed secondplace honors in the shot put
and discus as well as a
fourth-place finish in the
javelin.
Mike Galliardt
finished close behind with
third places in the both the
shot and discus.
Without seven of its best
athletes, the team traveled
to Point Lookout, Mo., on
April 14 to do battle with a

After a 17-hour bus trip the
Miners started the series
with two losses, 10-2 against
Division I team Valparaiso,
losses were given to Steve
Phegley and Gary Shnettgoecke
respectively.
Highlight of the two games
was a two-run homer in the

second game by D.J.
Steagall.
On Sunday, March 13, the
Miners started the day with
their only win - a f>.5
decision to Marietta College.
Bill Foege got the win with
Brian Bradley relieving.
Once again highlighting the
batting was a three-run
homer by Steagall in the fifth
inning. The second game of
the day was a 3~ loss to
Valparaiso
with
Dave
Kuethe getting the loss. On
Monday the Miners lost their
first game 4-1 to Olivette
College. Once again Steagall
hit 2-for-3 for the only two
hits of the game for the
Miners. Mike Stone pitched
the ioss but also struck out
eight batters and picked off
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PRIVATE
STUDENT ROOMS
Across street from campus parking lot.
-New rooms
-Single Occupancy
-Carpeted
-Air conditioned
-Electric heat

-Utilitieslurnished
-No transportation required
-Telephone iacks (optional)
-Cable TV (optional extra)
-Downtown

-Across from University Center East
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Now Taking Contracts for Summer & Fall Semesters
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two. The second game
against Division I team
Western
Illinois
was
suspended after eight innings ending in a 10-10 tie.
Batting was captured by
Steagall and Kevin DeBondt
with three hits each and
Craig Thomas with two hits
including a three-run homer
in the second inning.
On Tuesday, the 15th,
inclement weather set in in
the fifth inning of the 11-4
loss to Valparaiso. The
Miners at the end of the
fourth inning were leading 3o and the losing pitcher,
Gene Meyer, couldn't handle
the ball anymore, walking
eight batters. The rest of the
ll-game series was rained

out.
Overall on the trip, after
seven games, Steagall has
accumulated a .391 batting
average, hitting nine out of
23 times at bat and, after
four games, Thomas ended
with a .400 batting average
hitting four out of 10 times at
bat.
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J The complimentary L.,
. tortilla chips we
welcome you with are
freshly made in our
kitchen every day.
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r----------COUPON---------I

Student Specials with Coupon
H'
a I rc u t s

$5

Short Perm & Cut

$25

We Also Trim Beards and Mustaches

MR. CHARLES COIFFURES

For Men & Women
Johnson Realty
!
306 E. 6th 364-6236
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Money is tight so

Chancellor taking boarders
By KEVIN FARRELL

Even though the housing
situation is not as severe as
it used to be, the chancellor
has decided to help. Dr.
Marchello
annoWlced
yesterday that he will be
renting rooms in his home
for students starting in the
next fall semester.
As you know, money is
getting tight for everyone,
even the chancellor. In order
to boost his meager chancellor's salary, Dr. Marchello has been moonlighting
for some time now.
At first, Joe was selling
Amwide products door to

door. Although he is a
remarkable salesman, no
one had repeat orders for the
toilet bowl deodorant cakes
that he sold as breath mints.
Dr.
Marchello's
next
venture was automotive
repair. He connived the
Wliversity into building a
three-stall garage for him.
This business lasted a little
longer than the Amwide deal
but was soon abandoned.
Dirty fingernails made a bad
impression at conferences.
All along, the Marchellos
have had their illegal herb
garden in the backyard. In
the past, this was mostly for
personal consumption. The

'Marchellos
considered
seIling some of the goods but
decided that it would be
blatantly illegal.
With nowhere else to turn,
the Marchellos decided to
become landlords in order to
supplement their miniscule
.income.
There will be three rooms
for rent. Closets actually.
"Tney're quite spacious,"
remarked Mrs. Marchello.
The rent will be $1,350 per
month. This includes dining
privileges (dining is formal) , use of the recreation
room including wet bar and
TV and complete use of the
maid's services.

Certain
qualifications
must be met before the
Marchellos will accept a
renter. The prospective
renter must speak one
foreign language (English is

not considered a foreign
language ), must play at
least one musical instrument
with a symphony on a
regular basis and must be
enrolled in at least 'l:l credit

hours at UMR with a GPA of
3.5 or better.

Interested people should
just drop in any time they
please.
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And you thought it was measles

...

Genit@1 herpes
Genital herpes is today's
most devastating sexually
transmitted disease. Twenty
million Americans are now
infected and this year there
will be over 500,000 new
infections among yOWlg
adults and teenagers. Unlike
other sexually transmitted
diseases herpes is a lifelong
physically and emotionally
painful disease - a parasitic
virus that is a chronic
condition. Reactivation can
occur five to six times every
year. Infection now will al ter
your entire future. There is
no known cure!
Now
a
two-part
publication
describing
herpes is available to
Federal
students
from
Reprints. It has been ob-

tained from the National
Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Disease and the
Centers for Disease Control,
the
nation's
foremost
authorative research centers for infectious diseases.
Part I answers over 50
questions candidly
and
factually about Herpes Type
I and Herpes Type II; infectious
conditions,
interchange of oral and genital
herpes;
latent
virus;
prevention and treatment.
Part II of these studies
detailS, over 25 treatments,
drugs and ointments that
many victims, desperate for
help, have turned to compoWlds and treatments
that have no proven value
for the treatment of genital

herpes and which in some
cases may even be harmful.
Also included is a report
from the U.S. Public Health
Service describing Acylovir
i ACV) the most promising
new drug for the treatment
of genital herpes.
Now the vital facts of this
physically and emotionally
crippling disease can be
known to every YOWlg adult
and teenager who is sexually
or
considering
active
become active - facts that
will help to avoid infection
and a lifetime of anguish.
Herpes Facts, $5.95 to
students.
Order
from:
Federal Reprints, P.O. Box
8931 , Washington, D.C. 20003.
Postpaid.
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Rick Bennett

Pictured above Is the newest rooming house avallable next fall on the UMR campus. Rooms w1ll rent for $1,350 per month, this Includes d1nlng prlvlleges.

Dioxin at UMR

EPA buyout?
By MIKE STRODER
Dioxin
has
been
discovered on the UMR
campus. This revelation was
made public today at a press
conference held by UMR
Chancellor Joseph Marchello. Marchello stated
that, " Somehow, dioxin has
crept onto our campus for
assistance." The discovery
was credited to Elmo Schwartz, a campus maintenance man. Schwartz
elaborates: " I just turned
the corner of the Chemical
Engineering Building and

there was this little puddle
with all these dead animals
in it. " Schwartz further said
that he realized that it was
dioxin because " it smelled
like Rayl 's coffee. ".
The EPA's acting director
of the week is taking immediate
action.
The
director, who wasn't aroWld
long enough to be identified,
proclaimed that " ... the only
proper course of action ... is
to buy the UMR campus
outright. "
Spokesmen
refused to disclose the exact
amoWlt of the proposed buyout, but they hinted that it

was " in four figures."
Is the UMR campus to be
another Times Beach, suited
for little more than a leper
colony? " Not necessarily,"
the director said. "Now we
have a place to put the toxic
waste from Times Beach!"
What of the several thousand
engineering students and
faculty ? "We figure that
these research labs need a
lot more human guinea pigs
to work with," the director
snickered.
More on this story and its
effects as it develops.

Recall of 1980 grads
By HARRY SPRENGER
The UM Board of Curators
has proposed a recall of over
1,000 1980 model graduates.
by
After
complaints
owners of poor performance,
many models were found to
have defective parts. Faulty
wiring, poor fuel effi ciency
and
other
gas-related
all
problems
were
discovered.

One 1980 graduate claimed
she often feels like a Pinto.
" When I get hit from behind
I just explode. I can't explain
it. I'm just a very volatile
person. "

For recalled models, those
that can be salvaged will be
put through another four
years of grueling tests here
in the deserts of UMR. Those
that are beyond hope will be
put to work for Auxiliary

Enterprises, Rolla Sanitary
Trash
Engineers
and
Disposal Corp. and other
worthy causes.
For those of you who own
or know of a 1980 graduate on
the loose, alert your helpful,
local chancellor. And be sure
not to hit one from behind.
For those of you that are
1980 graduates, destroy the
evidence (diplomas, IDs,
etc.) while there's still time.
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